
 

[DVDRip] Dragon Ball Z (Animation)

Dragon Ball GT. Dragon Ball GT is the spin-off series of the Dragon Ball anime series, produced by Toei Animation.[1] The
series takes place in the era of the One-star Dragon. Goku's team is searching the World to find the Dragon Balls. After years of

training, Goku and his friends are deemed ready to take on Majin Buu, the One-star Dragon. The Dragon Balls have been
scattered to the ends of earth, and if Goku can't gather them in a year, Earth will meet final catastrophe. Start at Dragon Ball

GT: Episode 1 Goku and the others leave and get on a plane. After a long, long journey, they reach a small town. It's been a long
time since they've been seen. Soon they will meet Mako, a girl that just arrived in Japan. Mako is taken out of her limo by two

guys. The first one has a puzzled expression on his face, and the second is a guy that looks like a cross between Cell and Freeza.
After paying off his taxi fee, Goku runs away, climbs into the first car he comes across and hides in the trunk. The car belongs
to the car park attendant, who's apparently a model. She finds Goku and asks if he'll join her modeling. At first he agrees, but
then asks her who her model is. The attendant replies: "'E' is a jaded old charmer, and I'm a rookie." Goku threatens to call the
police. The attendant tells him that they can be friends, since they have so much in common. Then Goku tells her about Kami-
sama. The attendant is thrilled. When Goku arrives home, he realizes he left his wallet in the car. He goes back to get it. Goku
and the others get on a plane. After a long, long journey, they reach a small town. It's been a long time since they've been seen.

Soon they will meet Mako, a girl that just arrived in Japan. Mako is taken out of her limo by two guys. The first one has a
puzzled expression on his face, and the second is a guy that looks like a cross between Cell and Freeza. Goku sneaks into the car

and discovers that it belongs to the car park attendant, who's apparently a model. She finds Goku and asks if he'll join her
modeling. At first he agrees, but then asks her who her model is.
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